Inward opening, single-casement tilt & turn window. In addition to the normal open and closed positions, the window is equipped with a tilt and turn function that enables the window to be kept safely and easily in the ventilation position. The window is excellent for detached houses, demanding project sites and holiday homes in year-round use.
PROPERTIES:
Inward opening, single-casement tilt and turn window. The casement can be opened to the side and tilted for ventilation.

Available with either triple (DK92_3K) or double (DK92_2K) insulation glazing, selective glazing and argon gas in the interspace.

The delivery includes installation screws with filler plugs for the frames.

FRAME DEPTH: 92 mm

ENERGY CLASS:
B (DK92_3K)
C (DK92_2K)

U VALUE:
1.1 W/m²K (DK92_3K)
1.3 W/m²K (DK92_2K)

MANUFACTURE: Skaala Oy
The tilt and turn window is a handy option for traditional windows that only open from the side. The huge success of the model in Central Europe is explained by its ease of use and safety. One handle provides three different functions: ventilation, cleaning or closed position. The glass parts are easy to maintain, since there are only two surfaces to clean.

The DK92 window uses Central European window hardware with locking points on the top and bottom parts and on the hinge side, depending on the window size, in addition to the lock side. The hinges and locking bolts of the window are adjustable.

The DK92 window is available as

- standard DK92 (tilts and opens to the side)
- duplex window DK92/D (one casement tilts and opens to the side and the other casement opens to the side)
- fixed DK92FIX (also as slanted versions)

The DK92 window is also available with sun screen or security glazing at additional cost.

The window is operated by one handle. The standard handle is Hoppe. The surface treatment options for the handle are white, silver and brass.

The standard treatment of timber parts is a colourless wood preservative that protects during construction work. The standard colour is painted white (Honka White, RAL 9010, NCS S 0502-Y) and the provided stain colours are available at additional cost. Other colours are subject to a custom order: colour codes of the RAL Classic colour chart. Very dark colours (black, dark brown etc.) are not allowed on external surfaces. If you wish to stay as close as possible to the original colour of the timber parts, the best option is the colour Straw. Please note! Windows stained with light shades need more maintenance than darker shades and painted windows, in particular. An aluminium frame fixed to the exterior face offers almost complete maintenance freedom.

Pine, Straw, Oak, Teak, Walnut

The casement and frame structures of the DK92 windows have been manufactured from high-quality billets where knots and defects have been removed from visible surfaces. The frame is laminated from three sections and the casement from two sections.
DK92 WINDOW EQUIPMENT

SuperSpacer glass unit spacer bar: the tightest structure on the market, excellent insulation capacity, durable material and clean, finished look.

The insect screen of the DK92 window is easy to install and remove for winter from inside. Due to its narrow profile, the insect screen is virtually unnoticeable and does not prevent the use of decorative lattices in the same window. The standard colours of the powder-coated aluminium frames are white (RAL 9010) and brown (RR 32).

The wooden decorative lattices matching the DK92 windows have been designed for the same profiles as the surrounding casement profile. The detachable lattice has convenient snap-in fasteners that come in handy when cleaning the window.

Outside view of the DK92 window with a lattice.